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Recently, Cloud computing attained its pace in most of the IT services. In cloud computing, the services are provided by some vendors and the customers are unaware about the storage and maintenance of their data. Logically speaking, the client has no control over the cloud. When the service providers process the data being provided by the customers, issues like privacy loss and data leakage may arise. This is an important barrier for the adoption of cloud services. A user-centric approach is essential to overcome this barrier. In this paper we present a solution which provides the control, over the data being submitted in the cloud, to the user. This proposed user-centric solution is implemented in the cloud application eyeOS as a working model.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Cloud Computing helps to satisfy customers’ computing needs by compute on some remote centralized facilities, instead on local computers. In this cloud, which have computing, storage utilities, computing environment, the users can utilize the services such as the computing and storage provided by some service providers. The users are unaware about where the computing element resides and how the stored data is being used. Since the users have no control over cloud, maintaining the levels of protection of sensitive data is a new challenge. This challenge become very significant when the cloud computing involves a cross-border data transfers.

Cloud computing has become very popular nowadays and majority of the IT companies pursuing in to the cloud. Even though cloud provides cost effective service to customers, the hackers feel it as a honey pot. While sharing same platform, there are chances of data leakage and privacy loss. To advance the cloud computing, users should take proactive measures to ensure security [1].

In cloud computing environment the services are carried out by the software on behalf of users. The users send their data, which may have sensitive information that helps to identify the user, to the cloud service and this data is processed by the application provided by the service provider, and the result is given back to the user. The cloud computing environment is suitable for business, as they can use hardware and software from cloud to meet their computing requirements at a low cost. In Software as a Service (SaaS), data is processed in decrypted form and the result may be stored in the machine as plain text. So, this scenario may lead to leakage of sensitive data from the cloud [2].

In SaaS, the user submit his data to the cloud machine for processing and the user has no control over the submitted data. So the user has no knowledge about where their data resides, how it is stored (as plain text or cipher
the key securely.

Presently eyeOS is available with nearly 60 applications, some of standard applications are from eyeOS core team and the remaining application are from eyeOS community. At least 15 applications such as calculator, calendender, etc. are play with data that has no sensitive information. Those applications are using only static data. So, Client-Agent has no roll to protect these applications. Almost 30 applications use database and files for storing and retrieving data, and the data may contain sensitive informations. These applications can get assistance of the Client-Agent to preserve data security. In the remaining, most of applications are supporting networking related services and it tends to share files among different users. These applications may offer the features to share and modify one file simultaneously by a group of users. So the Client-Agent cannot manage this kind of application's security with it's present design, even though these applications handle sensitive information.

As a result, 75 % of applications which are needed data security in eyeOS get additional protection and assistance by Client-Agent. Client Agent is developed in PHP and its size is around 10 KB. Main focus while designing and implementation was only on security aspects and successful completion of the main features of the Client-Agent. Optimization techniques can be used to reduce the size of the code.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A user-centric solution which provides the user control over the data being submitted in the cloud is introduced in this paper. This user-centric approach present a solution which incorporate a Client-Agent in cloud application which controls and manages data in the cloud. The Client-Agent makes sure that the data stored in the cloud is in encrypted form. And the to and fro data flow is under control of the Client-Agent. This ensures data security and may motivate the users to adopt the cloud applications without fear of data leakage and privacy loss. The implementation of the working model is helped to improve the privacy preservation features of the cloud application eyeOS.

As part of future work, we would like to investigate a solution for protecting data in the cloud without any cooperation of the cloud application, and to derive better key management method at cloud application for fine grained encryption to gain better security.
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